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Abstract P2P network architecture draws much attention for its features of scalable, robust, self-organizing, and distributed. However, most of the current P2P architectures still rely on servers, e.g., directory servers and bootstrapping nodes. They are bottlenecks and single points of failure. In this study, we propose a framework constructed on active network technologies for dynamic and transparent search load distribution. Active nodes at network layer monitor and analyze P2P traffics passing through them, then decide whether it is necessary to conduct some user defined services to improve QoS of P2P applications. We implemented “active OpenNap cache proxy” as an example of an application of our framework. Through experiments, we showed that our proposal was effective to distribute load on a P2P network depending on predefined conditions in a transparent way.
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1. Introduction

The success of P2P file sharing applications recalled us a fact that personal computer at the edge of the Internet can be not only a client but also a server. When they are connected together and serve each other, the most powerful service system can be built, which can provide almost unlimited computation ability and storage space.

However, the effectiveness and usefulness of P2P applications largely depend on how each peer discovers other peers and how it locates the desired resources in a P2P network, which is called P2P searching in this paper. One solution is to deploy directory servers to maintain a directory database for all peers or for only a group of peers. It brings advantages of the client-server model such as convenience of management and control, guaranteed QoS for peers, but it also
Introduces disadvantages of servers including bottlenecks and single points of failure. Another solution uses “query flooding” mechanism, in which P2P messages are relayed peer by peer. It succeeds in avoiding bottlenecks of directory servers with some self-organization protocols. However, even flooding-based P2Ps are often called “pure P2Ps”, there are still bottlenecks of peers and single points of failure. They are bootstrapping nodes, which introduce peers that a new peer should be connected with to join a P2P network. Thus P2P traffic load is not fairly distributed over a P2P network. Mechanisms for server load distribution have been proposed. For example, in [1], servers are chained together to distribute search load in OpenNap P2P application. However, since most of them are configured in a static way, they cannot adapt to dynamically changing network environment.

If an underlying network is aware of conditions and demands of overlying applications and provide application-oriented services, it is helpful to improve QoS of networked applications in an efficient way. Active network technologies provide a programmable infrastructure for a variety of network applications [2]. Active nodes or active router, which constitute active networks, are programmable and can be dynamically tailored to network administrator’s, application’s, and even user’s demands. Basically they process packets at network layer, but they can apply application-specific manipulation to packet payload if needed. Sample applications of active network technologies include DDoS defense mechanisms [3], multimedia broadcast [4], and so on.

This paper proposes a framework based on active network technologies [2, 5] to dynamically distribute load between servers or network links in a P2P network. Our framework does not need overlying P2P applications to be aware of underlying active networks. Furthermore, there is no need for active nodes to communicate with each other to attain the load-distribution. Each active node conjectures the current load state of a P2P network from locally available and passively gathered information. It monitors and analyzes P2P traffic which coincides with the prescribed conditions. Then, it decides whether it should take some actions to contribute to the load-distribution on a P2P network, without any message exchanging.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. First in section 2., an architecture of our active P2P network is introduced. Then in section 3., the framework is proposed and described in detail. After that, in section 4., an example of application is implemented and evaluated on an actual system. Finally section 5., summarizes the paper and describes some further research works.

2. Active P2P Networks

In recent years, some ideas about deploying services at network layer to improve the performance and behavior of networked applications have been proposed [6, 7]. The active network is a technology that makes networks aware of applications and enables networks behave in accordance with application’s demands.

In this study, we consider such a layered network of P2P and active networks architecture as Fig. 1. An IP network consists of nodes, hosts, and links. More specifically, they are routers, ports of network interface of hosts, and physical links. Some routers in an IP network are also active routers. A P2P network consists of peers, i.e., hosts. An active network laying between them consists of active routers and virtual access ports. Since an active network is transparent, both an overlying P2P network and an underlying IP network are not aware of it. Thus, we call ports on an active network virtual access ports. Active routers provide conventional routing functions to those packets that are irrelevant to the active load distribution. Active routers have chances to collect enough information of P2P traffic in a passive way. Then, they can analyze the behavior of P2P applications. Furthermore, by dynamically introducing active services, they process P2P traffic with some application-oriented policy.

3. Active Load Distribution for P2P Applications

A router constituting an IP network can be either of a conventional router and an active router. Hosts that participate in P2P applications organize a P2P network.

3.1 Architecture of Active Routers

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of an active router in our framework. It follows the architecture of a typical active node having the NodeOS, which manages the node resources such as link bandwidth, CPU cycles, and storage; the Execution Environments (EEs), which provide API of using
NodeOS is a resource or parameters of other needed resources; and the Active Applications (AAs), which program the virtual machine on an EE to provide an end-to-end service. For active router, packet scheduling and routing function module is the basic element of NodeOS. We propose to deploy “service creation engine” as a proactive P2P service at active router, which is to load other active services. “Monitor” is an active service in charge of collecting information from P2P traffic. It can be loaded by service creation engine as other common user defined “active P2P services” in Fig. 2.

3.2 Monitor, Measurement and Decision Mechanisms

First, when incoming packets enter in IP stacks and waiting for scheduling, a packet capturer module at active router filters out all packets it interested. The packet filtering policy depends on a P2P application. The easiest way is to use well-known TCP port. For example, “6699” and “8888” are widely used in OpenNap server and “9700” are in JXTA application.

Next, by checking payload of packets and comparing with P2P protocols, a P2P packet analyzer can identify the type of P2P messages with P2P protocol knowledge. For example, each message of OpenNap protocol[1] to or from a server are in the form of \(< length >> < type > < data >\), where \(< length >\) specifies the length in bytes of the \(< data >\) portion of the message and \(< type >\) specifies the command type. After that, the P2P packet analyzer stores P2P packet information into a server state database, which includes IP addresses, port numbers, P2P message types and so on.

Then, a manager in a monitor application identifies a bottleneck peer, to which load concentrates on. Since there is no any direct way to get information of load state on CPU, memory, bandwidth on remote peers, an active router estimates the current load state from the server state database which is constructed in a passive way. Metrics of load include the response time, the number of search results, and the query rate.

When the manager identifies a bottleneck based on predefined policies, it requests service creation engine to introduce a corresponding active P2P service to the active router. In the case of centralized mechanism[8], active service deployment is accomplished using SNMP as a management protocol. Being requested by a management station, a service creation engine retrieves an active service from a code repository and starts the service. After service deployment, incoming packets satisfying some pre-determined conditions are forwarded to the active P2P service by some packet redirection policies executed in packet scheduling modules in NodeOS. Management service at local active router should be in charge of inserting or deleting such packet redirection policies.

An active P2P service processes packets in a transparent way. That is, client peers and servers do not need to know the existence of active P2P services on their communication channels. No static or dynamic configuration is required on client peers and servers in order to benefit from active P2P services. In some cases, packets are answered by an active P2P service and are not sent to a server, but an overlying P2P application does not notice such interception.

When the monitor considers that the remote server is no longer a bottleneck or underutilized, it requests the server creation engine to stop the active P2P service. The decision is based on some predetermined policy, such as a threshold-based one. Since the active P2P service communicates with a server instead of client peers, an active router can obtain load state information of the server after introducing the active P2P service.

4. Active OpenNap Cache Proxy

In this section, we implemented an application based on OpenNap P2P protocol, “active OpenNap cache proxy”, as a prototype to investigate the practicality and the effectiveness of our framework.

4.1 OpenNap protocol

OpenNap clones most of Napster’s protocols. OpenNap server acts as a directory server for a cluster of peers. A peer connects to a server and notifies it with peer information, including user name, link type, incoming port number, and a list of files that it wants to share with the others. Based on registered information, the server maintains a user information database. To find a file, a peer sends a query message to the server with parameters, such as keyword and the maximum number of results that it desires. Receiving a query, the server examines the user information database.

If there are one or more records that match the query, the server returns those records to the requesting peer as a response message. Communications between peer and server are “keep-alive TCP session” based. When the connection is broken out by peer or because of some network problems,
a server releases resource used by the peer by deleting the peer’s record in its database.

4.2 Architecture of Active OpenNap Cache Proxy

Active OpenNap cache proxy is a proxy server that answers query messages in behalf of OpenNap servers. In this implementation, an active router monitors P2P traffic belonging to OpenNap sessions. When it considers that a server is overloaded, it activates a virtual cache proxy as an active application to undertake some portion of query traffic. The virtual cache proxy maintains the local cache of directory information and answers queries based on the cache.

As NodeOS, we chose linux platform and Java virtual machine provides an execution environment. NetFilter in Linux 2.4 kernel was chosen to realize the function of the packet scheduler module. Usually, it only passes incoming packets to an output network interface based on routing policy. Those packets that need to be answered by the active router are redirected to the locally initiated virtual cache proxy based on a DNAT (Destination Network Address Translation) policy. PCAP and its Java’s wrapper jpcap were used as a packet capturer.

A packet analyzer thread in monitor in Fig. 2 analyzes captured P2P packets and inserts history record of target server peers in a server state database. The database consists of two types of tables, i.e., server list and query-response timestamp. A server list is a list of IP address of servers that an active router finds. Each server in a server list is related to a query-response timestamp table. Each entry in a query-response timestamp table consists of the sequence number of the query, the timestamp of the query, and the timestamp of the first packet of the corresponding response message. A manager is in charge of controlling all of the other modules in monitor.

A virtual cache proxy is built on an OpenNap server program, but it has caching and forwarding functions additionally as shown in Fig. 3. It is loaded as an active P2P service module by a service creation engine in Fig. 2. It provides directory service to all of its client peers transparently. At the same time, it behaves as a general client peer to a OpenNap server. It queries the remote OpenNap server instead of client peer redirected to this cache proxy. A local searcher of a virtual cache proxy receives queries from client peers through a TCP socket and examines its local directory database. The database is updated when it receives registration messages from client peers. The database consists of user name, link type, and a list of files to share. A request forwarder is used to forward query messages to a remote OpenNap server through a TCP socket. A cache is used to store those response messages received from the remote server. They are further explained in detail in the next section.

4.3 Mechanisms of Active OpenNap Cache Proxy

First, PCAP captures those packets matching the filtering policy “protocol is TCP and destination port is 8888”, in which “8888” is the port number in our OpenNap server.

Next, an analyzer thread in monitor distinguishes message types based on < type > in a packet. If it is “200”, then it is a query message sent from a client peer and the destination address is the address of a server. If < type > is “201” or “202”, the message is a response. Therefore, the destination address of the packet indicates the address of the peer that sent an inquiry to the server, whose address appears as the source IP of the packet. If the server address is new to the server list, a new entry and a corresponding query-response timestamp table are created. If the message is a query, its timestamp is stored in the table with a new sequence number. The sequence number is initialized to one when a new table is created for a new server.

When the message is a response, the analyzer thread investigates the entry of the corresponding query message in the query-response timestamp table. If the response timestamp field is zero, i.e., the initial value, it is filled with the timestamp of the packet. Otherwise, the packet is ignored. In OpenNap query-response communications, it is guaranteed that, for a peer, a series of response messages that a server sends follows that of query messages that it received. Thus, we can easily identify the query message that the response message corresponds to.

Then, the manager investigates the server state database. If a server satisfies some predefined conditions, it is regarded as a bottleneck or over-loaded. Two schemes were supported to make decisions. With response-time metric, response time $T_R$ of every query is calculated as $T_R = T_{fr} - T_q$, in which $T_q$ is the timestamp of a query packet, and $T_{fr}$ is the timestamp of the first response packet. Average of $T_R$, as $T_{Ravg}$, is periodically calculated for each server in the server table. Then it is compared with the predefined high threshold $T_{RihH}$. If $T_{Ravg}$ exceeds $T_{RihH}$, a virtual cache server for the server will be invoked in the next step.

With query-rate metric, the manager counts the number of query packets for each of servers. Every time the timer reaches the predetermined the boundary of slice $T_s$, it is ini-
tialized to zero and the query rate of the server is derived. The query rate is calculated as, \( R = N/T_s \), where \( N \) is the number of query messages in a time slice \( T_s \). Average query rate \( R_{avg} \) is periodically computed and compared with high threshold \( R_{th} \) to identify the bottleneck server.

Finally, a virtual cache server is loaded for the server by manager as a JAVA thread. For a newly activated virtual cache server to deal with query messages sent to the original server, the manager introduces a new DNAT rule into Netfilter. IPTables are used as an interface to insert a DNAT rule. DNAT can direct client peers to a different server peer transparently. However, for some keep-alive session-based applications, it will destroy the on-going connections. In our experiments, peers redirected to the virtual cache server first disconnect their connections and re-establish them. A TTL-based mechanism was introduced to keep the contents of the cache up-to-date. Since peers might leave from a P2P network without any notification, the directory database cached at an active router contains meaningless records. The instant when a new record is deposited in the cache is also kept in the cache. For each item of search result from cache, the local searcher will compares its timestamps with the current time. If more than \( T_{hd} \), a predefined threshold, has passed, that item of result will be ignored and the corresponding record is removed from the cache.

4.4 Experiment and Evaluation

We conducted experiments on the system illustrated in Fig. 4 to verify the practicality and effectiveness of our framework from viewpoints of load-balancing and the quality of service. When the number of queries that a server receives decreases, we consider that load is moved to the active router. The quality of service in OpenNap application is evaluated in terms of the number of files that a response message contains and the response time that a peer experiences.

The network consists of three sub-networks that are connected with each other by an active router and a general IP router. Either network A or B has 15 peers running at three PCs. Each peer joins the P2P network at random and sends query messages to a server once every 1.5 seconds. Either in network A or B, 455 files are shared among peers. Thus, at the beginning, there is a file list of 910 files at the OpenNap server. We prepare a keyword list for those files. The number of files that a keyword matches follows the Zipf-like distribution. In our experiments, we first defined a list of keywords. Then, 910 file names were generated based on those keywords. As a result, each of ten major keywords matched about 9. Then, files were randomly divided into two groups. Peers in network A shared files in one group and peers in network B did in the other group.

The query rate was used as a metric of load state. We empirically employed 9.5 as the threshold in the experiments. We took the maximum search results \( R_{max} = 100 \) in each query request.

Figure 5 depicts the variations of the number of queries that the OpenNap server received and that captured by active router at the interface near to network B. First, only one peer in network B was connected to OpenNap server while there were two peers in network A connecting to OpenNap server. From about 50 seconds, more peers joined the P2P
network and were connected to the OpenNap server. At about 120 seconds, the query rate passing through active router exceeded the threshold 9.5. Thus, the active router initiated a virtual cache proxy and introduced a new DNAT policy to Netfilter. As a result, the OpenNap server received queries only from peers in Network A and the cache proxy in the active router.

Figure 6 illustrates the variation in the number of files in a response message. Although there are variations due to keywords chosen, we observe that the quality of search results becomes insufficient after the load-balancing as we mentioned in section 4.3. However, as time passes, the virtual cache proxy improved its cache by observing query and response messages, and the quality of service was improved.

Response time for peers in network B reduced to the half after the redirection, as Fig. 7 illustrates. It means peers in network B began to receive much better and faster search services than before. Spikes in Fig. 7 correspond instants that new peers joined the P2P network. When new peers join and register themselves, a virtual cache proxy updates its local directory database. It disturbs local searcher in processing queries and the response time increases. Such problem can be avoided by optimizing synchronization mechanism for access to a common data block shared by several threads in an active OpenNap cache proxy.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a framework to distribute load on dynamically changing P2P network in a transparent way. We implemented an active OpenNap cache proxy as the prototype of application of our framework. Through experiments, the practicality and usefulness of our framework was verified. However, we need to further consider the efficient implementation that attains the load distribution while keeping the level of the quality of service. Furthermore, we will consider other types of applications of our framework, and investigate methods to efficiently and effectively measure the performance of P2P network.
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